Vegetation Management Geographical Information System
As Proposed by the Citizens Advisory Committee
Of the Wildfire Prevention Assessment District
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A geographical information system for vegetation management (VMGIS) was first
proposed by WPAD CAC to OFD and City Council in April 2015. It was one of three
recommendations at the time along with funding a vegetation management plan and
subsequent environmental impact report for city owned parcels in the WPAD.
The vegetation management plan and EIR have been funded and contract approved by
City Council and work on the VM plan has commenced but is is not clear that any action
has been taken to date to fund or contract work on the VMGIS.
It is our strong recommendation that funding be formalized for and work begin on
a new VMGIS as soon as possible, and in conjunction with the Vegetation
Management Plan and EIR.
Herein we enclose
— I. Vegetation Management GIS Context and Priorities, page 2
(includes Table 1: VM GIS Data Element Context and Priorities, page 4,
and Table 2, Detailed listing of data elements in Table 1, page 8)
— II.Vegetation Management GIS for City Parcels: Requirements Document, page 11
— III. WPAD Feedback on City GIS Tool Demonstration, page 16
— IV. Appendix I: Orignal WPAD CAC Recommendation on VM Plan w GIS April 2015,
Page 19.
For reference, a link to the same report on the city’s web page is here:
WPAD Ad Hoc Vegetation Management Plan Task Force April 16, 2015
Recommendations
Two notable issues of timing have also arisen. Since the city’s selected contractor is in
fact working now on the Vegetation Management Plan, it is urgently important to avoid
re-work that the VM Plan work is coordinated with VM GIS so that the format of the VM
plan GIS will be consistent with and usable as a management tool to implement the
ultimately approved GIS.
Also, subsequent to the Ghost Ship Fire, which occurred approximately 20 months after
this recommendation, the city has also recognized the need for an inspection
management GIS system to coordinate OFD inspections and code inspections. While
an inspection GIS is important, the VM GIS must have other functionality described in
this document.
A VM GIS will be an important tool to manage the implementation of the ultimately
approved VM plan. However, an initial VM GIS version is needed even now to manage
the city’s current ongoing VM effort, greatly improving effectiveness and transparency.

Respectfully submitted,
Members of the WPAD Citizen’s Advisory Committee
April 20, 2017
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I. Vegetation Management GIS Context and Priorities
This document was prepared by members of the WPAD Citizen’s Advisory
Committee, at the request of OFD staff to clarify priorities and context for a
recommended VMGIS.
In April 2015, the WPAD advisory committee made recommendations, after
conferring with city staff from OFD, GIS, and Contracting departments. This was
part of a three-fold plan to create
1) a vegetation management plan to give a stronger clarity of purpose and
increase efficiency and effectiveness in the approach towards Vegetation
Management to achieve Fire Safety
2) an integrated CEQA and Public Engagement process to to ensure stake
holder concerns were addressed upfront in the formulation and adoption
of scope and alternatives and
3) a VMGIS to address longstanding concerns about tracking the city’s
work on contract management of city parcels and tracking and reporting
that progress.
The GIS was envisioned as a tool to more effectively manage the vegetation
management approach ultimately adopted in the VM plan- as a mechanism to
ensure close correspondence between adopted measures and contracted work.
But this GIS could also be used before the plan is adopted to track current city
parcel clearance.
The function of Vegetation Management has evolved over past years in Oakland,
yet there is no formalized system for its management. The portion of the
recommendation to include GIS in the VM plan was omitted by staff. This
document hopes to emphasize the importance of implementing a VMGIS in
conjunction with existing management of city parcels as well as the vegetation
management plan.
The April 2015 WPAD CAC Recommendations are included with this report. See
Appendix I, and find the report at this link:
WPAD Ad Hoc Vegetation Management Plan Task Force April 16, 2015
Recommendations

Subsequent to these recommendations, the city GIS staff did a GIS demo for the
WPAD advisory committee, but without seeing our recommendations. Our
comments on the demo follow on page 16.
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Data Elements, Priority, Context, and Functionality. The primary focus on
the VMGIS is shown in the Table 1, on page 4 column #1, outlined in red. The
City owned parcels in the High Fire Risk Urban Wildland Interface are the
primary focus.
This set of parcels is fairly small- 412 parcels- and their categories have been
increasingly well defined. See Table 2.
The Requirement Document for City Parcels outlines two phases of GIS
development, one fairly simple for tracking, and a second phase more intensive
to develop management tools to more effectively manage the budgeting and
contacting for these parcels. The key distinction here for these city parcels is that
City of Oakland funds are being spent (whether it be WPAD, General Funds or
other) to accomplish VM, so a higher management burden exists here than for
the parcels where the city just inspects, while the clearance is provided by
others. i.e. Some may have perceived
these parcels as only needing a data
Graphic 1
base for inspection, but this is not the
case. This set of parcels is not just
another example of a type of OFD
fire inspection. It is also this category
that needs to be most closely
integrated with the VM Plan
formulation, since the VM plan will
guide clearance on these parcels.
Some graphics are excerpted from the
WPAD CAC April 2015
recommendations shown as Graphic
1, Graphic 2, and Graphic 3 to further
illustrate. Notably formulation needs
to be a team effort. Just as an IT
contractor with GIS expertise may not
have the expertise to know
Graphic 2
what should go into a
Vegetation Management Plan,
a firm with vegetation
management expertise, may
not have in house expertise to
develop a GIS. So as shown
in Graphic 1, a team effort was
proposed. This could be
accomplished by diverse
members of the same
contracting team under the
direction of a prime contractor
(recommended) or if the city
chooses to contract separately
a much greater in-house
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Table 1: VM GIS Data Element Context and Priorities
VM Plan

Code
Compliance

Public Parcels In WPAD (or High Fire Risk Area)

Private Parcels

WPAD Parcels (or High Fire Risk Area)
VM Plan GIS

Code Compliance

This Column is the focus of
the Oakland Vegetation
Management GIS

This column could be
added later

#1. City Public Parcels with
Vegetation Management
Contracted by city within
district

#2. Other public parcels
from large public entities,
coordinated by Oakland

# 3. Private
parcels in Fire
District currently
inspected

#4. Private,
developed parcels
city wide

EBMUD- 344 Acres,
Prelate College-123 Acres
‘CALTRANS’- 72 Acres
OUSD-130 Acres
PG&E 49 Acres
EBRPD & UC Berkley out
of jurisdiction

23,421 Parcels(21,317
Residential +
2010 Vacant Lots)

> 100,000 parcels
including
>14,000 non
residential and
> 95,000
Residential

City manages the
inspection- private
land owners are
responsible for
clearance
X

Coordination with
Code inspections
is a primary
concern

1st Inspection

Relevant CEDA
Code Inspections,
complaints
Building Permits

Relative numbers of 412 City Parcels- Vegetation
parcels
Contracts, (Vacant City Lots &
Roadside Clearance) Goat
Grazing
(small, finite and now well
defined)

City Manages the inspection and City coordinates
manages the contracts for
inspection, clearance
clearance
done by those public
agencies
City Does
Inspections
City Manages and
Contracts for Parcel
Clearance
Example Data
Elements

X

X

This is the focus
of the Ghost Ship
Fire

X

X

1. Parcel Physical annual
inspection

Inspection and
Compliance Status

2. Vegetation inventory and
annual update and other info
from VM management plan,
endangered specifies, VM scope
requirements, topography, etc.
3. Annual public input received
for this parcel (if so attached)
4. Scope for clearance written

2nd Inspection,
when applicable

3rd Inspection,
when applicable
Enforcement
Action, Lien, when
applicable

OFDFire
Inspections
Certificates of
Occupancy

5. Contract put out for bids
6. Scope for clearance contract
complete
7. Contractor work complete and
parcel has been cleared and is
compliant
Reports
Additional
Management tools
to be considered

Monthly Summary Parcel Status
Map/Report w color coded status
See report for description of
additional management tools to
help the city manage the
process in each category above
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Page 4

coordination burden would be assumed.
Secondly, an ideal VM Plan would have an overarching strategic plan and also
have geographic specific elements, which could be formulated using GIS maps,
to be used as a reference for OFD preparing annual contracts, and to enable
annual updates of site conditions during their annual inspections. Experience
has shown annual contract preparation to be a process that needs to be
streamlined. The parcel map data elements may also be able to record
constraints such as endangered species, so they can be readily referenced as
contracts for parcel clearance are prepared. Experience has shown there has
been difficulty
even recording
Graphic 3
endangered
plant species
from year to
year on the
same parcel. In
future,
translating the
requirements
from a
voluminous EIR
and VM Plan to
parcel specific
contracts could
prove to be an
even more
cumbersome
challenge for
OFD staff. For
this reason, having an overall plan with overarching strategy and goals, with
specific geographic sub plans, dealing with the specific topology, fire risks,
vegetation etc, down to the the VM prescription guidance at the parcel level,
organized by GIS, would make the implementation more straightforward and
efficient. On a more general level, having geographic sub plans will help focus
the public discussion on the local merits and fire risks identified, and help limit the
spread of abstract controversy.
This concept needs to be developed further, with the approach adopted for the
VM plan itself, but certainly a GIS could be a tool to record the binding aspects of
the adopted Vegetation Management Plan/CEQA EIS, as well as a mechanism to
record annual inspection results, vegetation inventory updates, and annual
citizen comments of observations, and the parcels change over the years. So
the the column #1, city parcels needs the earliest attention and coordination with
the VM Plan
Referring back to Table 1, some simple reporting metrics are included, for
measuring progress of parcel clearance numbered 1-7. (these may need to be
fleshed in through discussion). The current reporting on these parcels only
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indicates “complaint” or “not compliant”. However, this system would be able to
report not just the “end state” but where in the process any particular parcel is, or
even the status of the overall group of city managed parcels are. Including this in
a GIS would allow a simple print out of a Map showing parcel progress. This
allows for the identification of bottlenecks, and allows a visual tracking of
progress during the fire season.
This will become even more important after the sunset of the current WPAD
sunsets. The High Fire Hazard area remains, and the city will continue to need
to accomplish clearance, whether through General Funds, WPAD funds or some
successor district. With monthly WPAD meetings, it will become more important
to have automated reporting. Once the new VM plan is adopted, whatever that
scope may be, the GIS will be an important tool in the implementation.
Further information is provided in the Requirement Document for City Parcels
to flesh in these data elements in more depth. Lesson learned: Experience has
shown that the schedule, progress, and management of city contract parcel
clearance has been the most problematic area. This is also where the city not
just inspects, but also spends funds on actual clearance contracts. Thus, the
GIS tracking system and associated management tools for this are is the top
priority, both in urgency, in need for management control, and also with respect
for need or VM Plan integration. (see table 1, column 2, data element 2 for
example data integration requirements). Subsequent sections of this document
provide more detail and outline a phase 1 and a phase 2 for this VM GIS.
Now for the purpose of priority and context, we can look back at Table 1 to
address other data elements.
The column to the right- #2 - shows other public parcels that could be added as a
later priority. For these, the actual clearance work is accomplished by other
named public agencies, so the GIS does not need intensive management tools.
But it would be useful to have a holistic status, and a GIS tool to track these
inspections would be useful.
The next column - #3 -shows private parcels currently inspected within the Fire
Hazard District. These are far more numerous- over 23,000 are currently
tracked. These should be added eventually as well, but since they are far
numerous, and these inspections accomplished by the fire companies, have not
had problems with tracking- the historic problems associated with these parcels
are more related to policy questions of rigor of the inspections rather than
tracking problems- this would be a later priority.
The far right column shows a broader picture for parcels Oakland wide. In Dec
2016, approximately 20 months after the WPAD CAC recommendations, the
Ghost Ship fire occurred. Investigations are still in progress and out outside the
purview of the WPAD CAC. However, one issue that has been identified is that
there is a need for the city of Oakland to coordinate inspection data bases for
such things as Code Inspections, Building Permits, Fire Inspections, and
Certificates of Occupancy. The data requirements here are still being defined,
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but to give a relative order of magnitude, there are over 100,000 private parcels
city wide, including more than 95,000 residential and 14,00 non residential. This
is roughly captured in column #4. There is some overlap with column 3, “Private
Parcels within the Fire District, and perhaps greatest commonality there since
arguably column 3 parcels are a subset of column 4. And there is also
commonality in that there are aspects of inspections that apply to all columns.
But notably there are data elements that are unique to the column 1 which are
city owned parcels where the city does not just perform inspections but also
contracts for and manages vegetation clearance contracts with city funds. This
section needs a different set of data elements, and it also needs to be
coordinated with the Vegetation Management Plan during the formulation phase.
Its also true that the VM GIS requirements are different enough that they need to
be specifically considered as the city chooses its software. The long standing
VM GIS requirement should not be lost in the shuffle in the important but newly
identified need to upgrade fire and code inspection data base management.
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Table 2 – Detailed listing of data elements in Table 1
Data for Table 1, Column #1 412 City Parcels- Vegetation Contracts,
(Vacant City Lots & Roadside Clearance), Goat Grazing
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Data for Table 1, Column #2, Large Public Entities
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Data for Table 1, Column #3,
Private parcels in Fire District currently inspected
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II. Oakland Vegetation Management GIS for City Public
Parcels
Requirements Document
Its important for Vegetation Management of City parcels to be done in a timely
matter so that parcels are complaint duration the height of the fire season. Its
also important that city parcels be cleared on the same schedule that is required
of private parcels owners.
Currently, OFD has no automated system for tracking inspections and more
important, for tracking and managing the steps for contracting the clearance of
the city parcels.
In March and April of 2015, the WPAD CAC made comprehensive
recommendations for three integrated processes:
1) District Wide VM Plan with an overall strategic plan and geographically
focused specific plans which contain the detail of the approved approach and
prescription.
2) Pubic Input and CEQA process to be completed in parallel and integrated with
the VM Plan so public input, and real consideration of alternatives is done early
in the process and pubic inout is integrated into decision making.
3) A Geographic Information Management System (GIS) to help track and
manage the implementation. Whether this is contacted separately or along with
the other parts,it needs to be done in parallel and closely coordinated.
Parts 1 and 2 have been approved by Oakland city Council and contracted for.
However the GIS has not been contracted for and the budget requirement has
not been identified.
The WPAD CAC provided input on the GIS component in April 2015, which is
attached. Additional refinement is provided here.
Since April 2015, the tragic Ghost Ship Fire identified similar deficiencies in city
the city system for managing code inspections of buildings and structures. A GIS
system mayalso help in that regard, however it’s important to note that a VM GIS
may have very different requirements, that should not be lost in the effort to
improve building code inspections. Some of those requirements are outlined
here. Ultimately a GIS scope must come from OFD to the city’s IT department.
This is intended as a discussion starter. An Oakland Vegetation Management
GIS may serve many functions, but its value as a tracking tool to track clearance
of city parcels is a primary and very important purpose, and should be taken as
the first phase go GIS development. A second phase of GIS system development
can also be a tool to aide in the implementation of Vegetation Management.
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Overview:
Given the attached sample list of parcels as an example, we can describe the
data structure required. OFD manages the clearance of City parcels by contract.
GIS can be a tool to track the progress of the clearance efforts for parcels or
groups of parcels.
The following data elements need to be defined for each parcel
1. Parcel physically inspected
2. Vegetation inventory update (and the info from VM management plan)
3. Pubic input received for this parcel (if so attached)
4. Scope for clearance written
5. Contract put for bids
6. Scope for clearance contract complete
7. Contractor work complete and parcel has been cleared and is complaint
The exact type and definition of each data field may need to be further fleshed in
through discussion, but the above list can serve as a starting point for the
discussion.
Reports:
The primary report that can then be generated is a of each parcels (or
geographic grouping of parcels) listed out with their status, in terms of each of
these status descriptions as to where the parcel is in the process.
This could be displayed in a monthly report in two ways:
1. As a table for each month listing the step/phase that each parcel is in. i.e. in
the attached table, the last column lists “City Lot’s cleared”. This existing report
only shows the completion of the process. This new report would provide more
resolution and enable a status of each parcel to be listed in this column instead
to show the progress on the parcels as they go through the process. i.e. for each
parcel the status would be listed in this column far right column as status 1-5.
2. (preferred) This could also be made as a summary map, with a color code
assigned to each status- (one possibility would be to have the shades of color get
darker for higher levels of progress, or colors progressing from red, to orange to
yellow to green in shades as progress proceeds from a “red” or “hazardous” state
to a “safe” or “green” state. ) An overall map of the district would show the overall
progress of the district at a glance as city parcels progress through the process
each month.
Further comment on data fields. This is envisioned as a two-phase
process.
The tracking metrics 1-7 above and the first phase. Further data elements may
be added over time during the 2nd phase. In each case, some fields may be
public, but there may also be additional data elements that may be for internal
city use that are not public.
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Data Field 1. Parcel Physically inspected? could be simply a status field
“Physical Inspection Compete? Y/N?” However, with additional data elements
this could also be used to complement a mobile device field tool. In other words,
when inspectors are in the field to perform the inspections, they may have
software on mobile device (e.g. tablet) that would aide their work. They could
actually enter the inspection comments into a data field that makes the
comments readily available, and organized by parcel to facilitate the later work to
create a contract scope for that parcel or group of parcels. Further refinement,
could be that inspectors could reference past year’s inspection reports, or even
past year contract scopes, to be able to note what is the same and only have to
note what is new for this year.
Data Field 2. Vegetation inventory update (and the info from VM plan.) This
second data field may be one that needs to be coordinated with the contractor
who is now doing the Vegetation Management Plan. The VM Management Plan
as envisioned and proposed by the WPAD advisory board in April 2015, would
have an overall strategy component that is consistent across the district.
However plans for geographically specific areas- (e,g, King Estates, Shepherd
Canyon, Joaquin Miller Park parcels) need to apply these general concepts and
strategy to the specifics of each geographic area. Attributes such as “north/south
facing slope”, “type of predominant vegetation”, “fire ladder concerns”- or
whatever may be defined in the VM process- may be evaluated as part of VM
field surveys and adopted in the VM process of its own accord. The point here is
that whatever is included for a parcel, or geographic group of parcels, could be
organized in such a way as to make it readily available to the city staff member
when contract scopes are being prepared, to ensure the approved VM plan and
the contract are consistent. One example would be CEQA requirements that may
apply to a parcel. For example if endangered plant species, or creek/watershed
constraints are identified for a parcel, the GIS provides an organized way to
reference these so that they can be considered as the scope is developed.
Some aspects of this field may be fixed, in the “approved VM Plan and CEQA
document” and some aspects like and annual update may (which could be part of
field 1, may be annually variable) Overall, this would be a great aid to smooth
CEQA compliance and effective contracting, even as city staff may change over
the years, the continuity of information will be preserved.
The GIS was originally proposed as part of the VM plan, but was not included in
that scope. If it is done separately, then it must be coordinated. The selected VM
contractor does have GIS capabilities, and understands this type of approach,
but its not in their scope. If GIS is going to be undertaken as a separate scope,
then coordination, on approach, format, type of software to be used etc, will
reduce the potential for overlap and re-work. The value of the VM plan, and the
streamlining of implementation, may be greatly enhanced by coordinating this
important aspect.
Data Field 3. Annual Pubic input received for this parcel. Y/N? When input is
received, it could be easily retrieved and referenced when making the contract
scope. As this GIS is used by members of the public, they may not only be able
to check the status of parcels, but also provide input, acting as the “eyes and
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ears” of the OFD inspectors (this function might also be extended to private
parcel inspections at some point). This could provide an opportunity for members
of the pubic to provide comment or post pictures as input to the annual clearance
efforts. The comments may or may not be visible to other members of the public(there is some precedent for this in SeeClickFix, where neighbors can see each
other’s comments). The fact that the city receives comments does not imply that
they agree to all of them. The point here is that the comments have an organized
way of being reported, and considered by the city when preparing contract
scopes for that parcel. This is much more efficient that current process of calling
your council member. There is strong precedent for this type of reporting in
Oakland with SeeClickFix.
Data Fields
4. Scope for clearance written
5. Contract put for bids
6. Scope for clearance contract complete.
These may simply be a status field Y/N for the purpose of a status report.
In further phases of development, the city may also be able to add data elements
and functionality which will make the process more efficient. For contract scope,
the city may be able to attach the scope of work for a parcel electronically in this
field, (which, depending on procurement policy, may or may not be publicly
viewable) to use for internal administration, or to be used to facilitate bidding, in
commercially available bidding software such as Buzzsaw, or potentially through
Accella. Other data like “last year’s bids, or last year selected contractor price”
may help with budgeting and status. For the current year’s budget estimating,
last year’s contracted price could be used as a budget place holder until
superseded by this year’s bidding. This should be coordinated with other city
contracting policy and infrastructure. However, in the meantime, the much
simpler “status Y/N” data fields could be used.
7. Contractor work complete and parcel has been cleared and is compliant.
This status data element marks the completion of the parcel clearance . It is a
simple Y/N status element. Further phases of development might allow the
contractor to populate a data element showing they have completed the work,
and the city inspector can populate an element showing the work complete,
parcel complaint, and invoice eligible to be paid. Overall approach and phasingPlease note that all of these elements could be organized by parcels, but
geographic groups of parcels can be grouped together where appropriate. Also,
for the first phase a simple STATUS Y/N? field could be used. Further
development may require further coordination, streamlining and refinement of
city procedures. That may take more time, but have even greater value, but could
be taken in a later phase. Thus a two phase process is suggested:
1.) A simple Phase I Parcel Status Tool and report with data elements that are
STATUS
Y/N? fields, and the reports are those two defined above.
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2.) A more complex Phase 2 VM Management Tool, that with benefits of
streamlining the process, which involves coordination of above mentioned data
elements of both:
a.) VM approach and data elements with the VM consultant and OFD
b.) coordination with OFD and City Contracting as to streamlining approach and
policy.
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III. WPAD Feedback on GIS Tool Demonstration
presented by Ahsan Baig I.T.
GIS Feedback – On-line Data Tool for OFD Vegetation Management
Comments on user interface. The demonstration was at an early stage of
development such that it did not have functionality described above. For
example, a use case might be to display a particular parcel near someone’s
home, and the GIS could ostensibly be programmed to show if that parcel is in
compliance or not. However, that information could just as easily be ascertained
by someone physically observing the parcel. They can see for themselves it has
not been cleared. When it’s cleared, a person would physically see that it is
cleared before the data base is updated. Greater functionality would be provided
where someone observes a parcel not in compliance, and they could look to the
GIS to find out the status- where it is in the process- given the data elements 1-7
described in column #1 of Table 1, as described in the prior two documents.
More useful would be Monthly Summary Parcel Status Map/Report with a color
coded status. Having an initial demonstration was much appreciated..
WPAD advisory committee comments on the demo:
Data Labelling
1) Include labels for property Types such as: City parks, roadsides, private vs
City owned should be differentiated & shown on parcels map and also
appear in Filter menus, as they are added into the GIS data base given
the priority outlined above.
2) Adjust “Reasons” category to include more info such as: topography,
inaccessibility.
Tool UI
3) As outlined above, create preset queries for frequently used searches
such as the tables in the monthly WPAD reports, which as stated above
should have the ability to show not just “compliant” or “not compliant” but
give a status showing where in the process a parcel is. Create the ability
to “SAVE” frequently used queries.
4) Allow ability to configure columns for display or hide, the site seems very
crowded between map and columnar display
5) “Create additional functionality on the “Filter” tool: allow the ability to save
Filter strings for preferred & frequently used searches
6) Allow columns selected for display to persist regardless of changing filter
parameters or moving the map; e.g.: when resizing the map, the selected
column headings revert to all headings
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7) Allow the pop-up information box on parcel map to be movable & resizable
- anchoring it to the parcel map interferes with view or cannot be read if
map zoomed beyond border of screen
8) Allow the highlighted property in list to jump into view when a parcel is
double clicked on map.
9) Remove owners name and personal information; Parcel numbers and
addresses are fine. The final version should not include that information
on a publicly accessible layer. Since the county records only use parcel
numbers and the owners are not identified on their site when looking up
property information.
10)Create tutorials for basic GIS interface operations with using video and
screen shots.
11) Create additional tutorials for advanced queries such as "all City owned
properties out of compliance" or "all properties out of compliance within
1000 feet of my residence"
12)Create a layer for the parcels and right-of-way comprising the annual
roadside clearance. Build in the functionality to create screen shots
through time. To allow compliance tracking over monthly intervals or to
compare year to date over several years prior.
13)Build in the functionality to create screen shots through time. To allow
compliance tracking over monthly intervals or to compare year to date
over several years prior.
REPAIR “BUG/ GLITCH”
14)Fix the “bug/ glitch” some non-compliant City properties have no color fill.
e.g.: ref # 2016-32055 and 2016-32434
15)Fix the “bug/ glitch” on the Discordance in UI between clicking on map,
popup window, list and map zoom
16)Fix the “bug/ glitch” the Map zooms up when parcel is clicked -- makes
map too big & hard view.
17)Fix the “bug/ glitch” when you double click parcel (e.g.: in Shepherd
Canyon) & APNs don't match with parcel highlighted in list – confusing as
to what property is being viewed with info displayed.
18)Fix the “bug/ glitch” of the Disappearing: ESRI navigation tool and pulldown Filter menu on right border disappeared (menu showed "Compliant"
"Non-Compliant" and "Pending") – unable find it once it disappeared.
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19)WISH LIST (LOW PRIORITY)
$ List “pending status” property in a slightly different color.
$ List the reason for non-compliance
$ List the area of parcel
$ Highlight in a different color set, city lands in the WPAD areas
20)TESTING: Have a quality assurance engineer(s) participate in the testing
tool, so the feedback can be given directly to the developers. Additional
requirements may be revealed by quality assurance for expanding the tool
to develop other database fields.
21)GIS COORDINATION WITH HORIZON & THE CITY’S GIS TEAM: The
vegetation Management Plan (V.M.P.) Contractor (Horizon) MUST
coordinate with the City’s GIS director (Ahsan) so that the V.M.P data set
can be compatible with the City’s GIS platform. This will ensure that the
V.M.P data set is a useful tool for City staff to access in the future.
Communication between Horizon and City staff must happen EARLY so
that costly mistakes and rework is avoided and the data set may work
smoothly without extra-post production work to make up for incompatibility
issues.
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IV. APPENDIX 1
WPAD Ad Hoc Vegetation Management Task Force

April 16. 2015

Recommendations for Key Elements to be included in RFP For
WPAD Proposed Vegetation Management Plan

1. Goal of the Vegetation Management Plan (VMP):
Develop a ten-year Vegetation Management Plan and accompanying CEQA
documentation for city-owned property in the Oakland high fire-severity zone/
wild land urban interface (Wildfire Prevention Assessment District). The plan
should provide for short and long term fire safety of residents and first
responders and for protection of public and private assets, while taking into
account impacts on wildlife, habitat, native vegetation as well as aesthetics.
This wording is intended to give a starting point for the scope of work.
Comment and discussion during plan development may further refine.
2. Scope of the Work
Consistent with Oakland best practices for similar plans, the scope of the intended
work and the RFP is to include both the Vegetation Management Plan and associated
CEQA documentation. The intent is that responses to the RFP would come from
teams with combined Vegetation Management Plan and CEQA expertise for an
integrated approach. The Vegetation Management component should include
capabilities of at least a biologist with fire safety background in the wildlands/urban
interface, GIS, and municipal project management tools.

!
3. Public Input
The plans must be developed with wide community input including but not limited to
immediate neighbors to defined sub-areas in the plan, formal and informal park
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WPAD Ad Hoc Vegetation Management Task Force

April 16. 2015

steward volunteer groups, wildfire prevention advocates and others including citizensat-large. The initial scope of work is for the first year of development, but an annual
review cycle is expected and proposals should indicate approach for annual update as
well.
Some suggestions for important public input points in plan development, as well as
capabilities for reporting out to be supported by the management tools are included in the
chart below. Proposals should indicate the approach to be used to combine these public
input requirements with the public input requirements of CEQA for an integrated and
efficient approach.
4. Vegetation Management Plan Components
The Vegetation Management Plan would have an overall district wide component and
then also geographically-focused sub plans for designated areas.
The district wide plan would:
i. Provide guidance for development of geographically-focused plans.
ii. Have maps and other summary data rolled up or drawn from the focused
plans
iii. Provide tools to aid staff in managing implementation of the plan, and to aid
in summary reporting.
The scope of the district wide plan is proposed as follows:

!
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Tools developed to be compatible with
• City GIS system: ERSI platform, open data, One Step and City Works
• Accepted data structures such as CAL FIRE standards for characterizing
trees
• Existing tools and data to conserve effort
Designated Geographic Sub Areas
Geographically-focused sub plans for designated areas will provide more specific local
detail and will be supported by a Geographic Information System (GIS). The intended
result would be prescriptions for vegetation management that are sufficient in detail
and of an appropriate format that they can be used to provide input into the contract
scopes for vegetation management on city parcels.

!

!

Support for implementing resolutions. In addition, part of work will include
identifying City ordinances and other governmental approvals required to
implement the plan (City Council CEQA certification, amendment to City
Integrated Pest Management Plan, etc.)
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5. Key Selection Criteria for Respondents
This RFP is intended to be qualifications based solicitation for professional services
(rather than low bidder approach as might be applicable for construction or other
“implementation” types of contracts) and so the objective factors for selection are
particularly important. Suggested criteria include:
•

•

Experience and References
o Vegetation management for fire safety in the wildland/urban
interface
o GIS and municipal work management system
o CEQA
o Public outreach/input
o Gaining municipal approvals
Approach
o Integrating vegetation management plan with CEQA process
o Conducting public outreach
o Ensuring optimal utilization of service delivery options (city
contract crews, goat contracts, volunteer labor, CAL FIRE crews,
etc.)
o Ensuring that above contractors/volunteers comply with best practice
methodologies (mowing, cutting, root pulling, timing, etc.)
o Integrating and guiding volunteer efforts
o Ensuring contractor/volunteer compliance with adopted CEQA
mitigation methods
o Ensuring that GIS and project management tools work with City
systems and accomplish what we want them to do
o Reduce cost by using existing software/data
o Conducting vegetation surveys, and formulating prescriptions
o Optional, annual updates and costs
o Process schedule

It is noted that the city’s best practices support a qualifications based selection
approach. This can include an option to provide the budget target number, with
proposals to indicate how much respondents can complete, given a budgetary
limitation, as well as what additional work could be performed if additional funds were
available.
6. Ongoing Support and Input
The WPAD would like to offer ongoing support to the RFP process, through its
Vegetation Management Plan Ad Hoc Task Force, as discussed with City Staff and as is
consistent with the role of the WPAD Citizens Advisory Committee, in terms of
participation in the City’s Scope Formulation Team as well as the Proposal Evaluation
Team. Given the subject matter of the intended work, the following team compositions
are recommended:
!22
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Requested WPAD Committee Action:
1. Approve and forward above recommendations to the City to begin the process of developing
an RFP for the Vegetation Management Plan and CEQA
2. Recommend that the WPAD Vegetation Management Plan Ad Hoc Task Force continues to
participate as part of the RFP Scope Formulation Team and the Proposal Evaluation Team
3. Recommend that OFD ask the City to proceed with an “Availability Analysis” to allow for
proposals from outside of the City of Oakland.
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